Tasmania Branch

Solutions for livestock farms
Water is a vital component for both the pastures and the animals. We
design, supply, install and maintain systems unique to your environment,
covering all aspects of livestock, including pasture irrigation, stock
watering, feed production, facility cooling and water for dairy operations.
We also specialise in the supply and service of a large range of pumps
to complement the watering systems required.

A Message From Our Experienced Team
With over 30 years of experience within the agricultural, dairy
and commercial industries, our experienced, friendly staff at
Water Dynamics Tasmania can provide you with a range of
irrigation solutions tailored to your needs.
We are specialists in T-L Hydraulic Centre Pivots,
broadacre irrigation and specialists in providing
complete irrigation and pumps service and repairs.
Living and working within our community means
we understand the unique local conditions and
challenges, and we have the relevant skills to
provide the right products and technical advice
to keep your irrigation system operating at peak
efficiency.
At Water Dynamics Tasmania, we aim to be
your most valued irrigation partner.

a

gricultural land occupies approximately 25% of Tasmania, with the pristine
environment and fertile soils providing the perfect conditions for cultivating a
wide range of high-value horticultural and agricultural products. From cattle
and dairy to cereals and potatoes, water needs to be a sustainable commodity in order
to achieve consistent production quality and volume. Modern irrigation systems are both
water-efficient and cost-effective, providing the exact amount of pressure and coverage,
minimising water costs and waste.
Water Dynamics Tasmania is your irrigation modernisation specialist, with proven
capabilities across horticulture, broadacre and livestock. Our team has the experience
and expertise to deliver the best solution every time. We treat each project as unique
and design and install each system based on its individual requirements.

Service and Repair
To keep irrigation systems performing at an optimal level, we recommend
implementing a preventative maintenance program during off season to ensure peak
performance when the irrigation season commences.
Our team of highly skilled technicians use their local knowledge to devise a
maintenance program to meet the needs of each system, based on system usage and
the surrounding environmental conditions.

However, even with a preventative maintenance program in place, minor issues
or breakdowns can still occur. Our technicians can service and repair all brands of
irrigation systems, even those not directly sold by us. They’re on-call outside business
hours for emergency break-downs.

“Water Dynamics Tasmania is your
irrigation modernisation specialist”

Solutions for...
Agriculture and Horticulture
Whether your farm needs a new system
installed or an upgrade or replacement for
an existing system, we have got you covered.
We are experienced in designing, supplying and
installing irrigation systems across Tasmania, from
hobby farmers to large scale farms.
Our technicians are experienced in the installation
of various irrigation products and systems including drip,
micro and centre pivots and will ensure that the most
efficient system is selected to maximise quality yields.

Water Dynamics Tasmania is one of Water Dynamics’
leading T-L irrigator suppliers. With depth of knowledge and
decades of experience, our complete range of T-L centre
pivot and linear irrigator maintenance services are quality,
comprehensive and unmatched in Australia.

Livestock farms
Water is a vital component for both the pastures and the animals.
We design, supply, install and maintain systems unique to your
environment, covering all aspects of livestock, including pasture
irrigation, stock watering, feed production, facility cooling and water for
dairy operations.
We also specialise in the supply and service of a large range of pumps to
complement the watering systems required.

Local Residential Irrigation
Water Dynamics has everything you need to achieve a healthy, lush lawn.
From custom designed supply and install packages to DIY sprinkler systems and
accessories. We have what you need to create a lawn and garden to be envied,
whilst reducing your water usage and adding value to your home.

Got an irrigation requirement?
Contact us on (03) 6397 0900 or
tasmania@waterdynamics.com.au
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